Single-channel stereoscopic video imaging modality based on transparent rotating deflector.
In this study, we developed a single-channel stereoscopic video imaging modality based on a transparent rotating deflector (TRD). Sequential two-dimensional (2D) left and right images were obtained through the TRD synchronized with a camera, and the components of the imaging modality were controlled by a microcontroller unit. The imaging modality was characterized by evaluating the stereoscopic video image generation, rotation of the TRD, heat generation by the stepping motor, and image quality and its stability in terms of the structural similarity index. The degree of depth perception was estimated and subjective analysis was performed to evaluate the depth perception improvement. The results show that the single-channel stereoscopic video imaging modality may: 1) overcome some limitations of conventional stereoscopic video imaging modalities; 2) be a potential economical compact stereoscopic imaging modality if the system components can be miniaturized; 3) be easily integrated into current 2D optical imaging modalities to produce a stereoscopic image; and 4) be applied to various medical and industrial fields.